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A Study of a Weird Image Object?Bildobjekt?;
?Simulated Overlap?on the Display
MIZUNO Masanori
Abstract: This paper shows that a weird image object?Bildobjekt?;?simulated overlap?appears on a dis­
play that is a plane where human­computer interaction happens. I first consider that digital photographs have
strange expressions that one plane and multiple planes overlap exist at the same time. Next, through the dis­
cussion of a philosopher Shigeru Taguchi, it is clarified that the?competition and struggle?between vision
and tactile sensations that occur on the display generate the queer expression of digital photographs. Finally,
referring to the discussion of a scientist Yukio Pegio Gunji, the display shows that two different realities,
?depth?and?beyond?, are adjacent to each other on the same plane, due to?competition and conflict?be­
tween the eye and the hand. We are inevitably involved in?competition and conflict?on the display plane
and see the weird image object?Bildobjekt?;?simulated overlap?there.
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